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		This book is based on the 18 invited tutorials presented during the 27th workshop on Advances in Analog Circuit Design.  Expert designers from both industry and academia present readers with information about a variety of topics at the frontiers of analog circuit design, including the design of analog circuits in power-constrained applications, CMOS-compatible sensors for mobile devices and energy-efficient amplifiers and drivers. For anyone involved in the design of analog circuits, this book will serve as a valuable guide to the current state-of-the-art.

	
		
			Provides a state-of-the-art reference in analog circuit design, written by experts from industry and academia;

		
			Presents material in a tutorial-based format;

		
			Covers the design of analog circuits in power-constrained applications, CMOS-compatible sensors for mobile devices and energy-efficient amplifiers and drivers.
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Contemporary Logic DesignPrentice Hall, 1993
Computer hardware has experienced the most dramatic improvement in capabilities  and costs ever known to humankind. In just 40 years, we have seen room-sized  computers, with little more processing power than today's pocket calculators,  evolve into fingernail-sized devices with near supercomputer performance. This  miracle has been made possible...
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2016 Photographer's Market: How and Where to Sell Your PhotographyNorth Light Books, 2015

	
		The Successful Photographer's Secret!

	
		Thousands of successful photographers have trusted Photographer's Market as a resource for growing their businesses. This edition contains the most comprehensive and up-to-date market contacts for working photographers today: magazines, book publishers, greeting card...
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Resource-Oriented Computing with NetKernel: Taking REST Ideas to the Next LevelO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Take resource-oriented computing out for a spin with this hands-on introduction to NetKernel, and discover how ROC can improve the way you design and implement software and software systems. Learn how ROC’s new approach combines core ideas from the REST architectural style with the Unix development model. By using NetKernel to...
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Flat Belly Cookbook For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	The fast and easy way to get a flatter belly


	Tens of thousands of Americans have changed their bodies—and their lives—with the help of the recipes and guidelines developed to eliminate body fat. Flat Belly Cookbook For Dummies includes an overview of the belly fat; grocery shopping and pantry stocking tip;...
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Complete Guide to Digital Infrared Photography (A Lark Photography Book)Lark Books, 2006
Cameras can capture what the eye can’t perceive: the presence of infrared light. And shooting infrared (IR) with a digital camera makes it easier than ever to create distinctively dreamlike high-contrast black-and-white pictures. Using a wealth of stunning images, this thorough resource explores the technical and creative possibilities of...
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Beyond Bullet Points: Using Microsoft PowerPoint to Create Presentations that Inform, Motivate, and InspireMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		Unlock the amazing story buried in your presentation—and forget boring, bullet-point-riddled slides forever! Guided by communications expert Cliff Atkinson, you’ll walk you through an innovative, three-step methodology for increasing the impact of your presentation. Discover how to combine classic storytelling techniques...
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